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Abstract

Background
Facial cleanliness and sanitation are postulated to reduce trachoma transmission, but there are no previous data on community-level herd protection thresholds. We characterize associations between active trachoma, access to improved sanitation facilities, and access to improved water sources for the purpose of face washing, with the aim of estimating community-level or herd protection thresholds.

Methods and findings
We used cluster-sampled Global Trachoma Mapping Project data on 884,850 children aged 1–9 years from 354,990 households in 13 countries. We employed multivariable mixed-
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effects modified Poisson regression models to assess the relationships between water and sanitation coverage and trachomatous inflammation—follicular (TF). We observed lower TF prevalence among those with household-level access to improved sanitation (prevalence ratio, PR = 0.87; 95%CI: 0.83–0.91), and household-level access to an improved washing water source in the residence/yard (PR = 0.81; 95%CI: 0.75–0.88). Controlling for household-level water and latrine access, we found evidence of community-level protection against TF for children living in communities with high sanitation coverage (PR_{90–99%} = 0.87; 95%CI: 0.73–1.02; PR_{90–100%} = 0.76; 95%CI: 0.67–0.85). Community sanitation coverage levels greater than 80% were associated with herd protection against TF (PR = 0.77; 95% CI: 0.62–0.97)—that is, lower TF in individuals whose households lacked individual sanitation but who lived in communities with high sanitation coverage. For community-level water coverage, there was no apparent threshold, although we observed lower TF among several of the higher deciles of community-level water coverage.

**Conclusions**

Our study provides insights into the community water and sanitation coverage levels that might be required to best control trachoma. Our results suggest access to adequate water and sanitation can be important components in working towards the 2020 target of eliminating trachoma as a public health problem.

**Author summary**

Trachoma is the leading infectious cause of blindness. Previous association studies have primarily assessed household-level exposures, ignoring potential community-level protection from water and sanitation coverage in neighboring houses. There is biological plausibility that increased community-level coverage of facial cleanliness and/or sanitation could reduce trachoma transmission, even to non-face washers or to those without access to sanitation. Our study investigates relationships between active trachoma and community-level coverage of sanitation and water, is novel in concept and unprecedented in scale, including data from trachoma-endemic areas of 13 countries. Our findings support the plausibility of community-level or herd protection from trachoma with increasing water and sanitation coverage. We also observed lower TF prevalence among those with household-level access to sanitation and water. Our results suggest access to adequate water and sanitation can be important components in working towards the 2020 target of eliminating trachoma as a public health problem.

**Introduction**

Trachoma is the leading infectious cause of blindness [1]. An estimated 450,000 people suffer from trachoma-related blindness with another 1.4 million suffering from trachoma-related moderate to severe visual impairment globally [2]. Trachoma is a public health problem in 42 countries, where 200 million people live in endemic areas [3]. Repeated conjunctival *Chlamydia trachomatis* infection, transmitted via synanthropic flies or person-to-person contact, causes scarring, and eventually (in some people) makes the eyelashes curl inwards, scraping the cornea, causing physical pain and leading to impaired vision [4]. Repeated infections are
also associated with broader consequences such as poverty and social exclusion.\textsuperscript{[5, 6]} WHO recommends the SAFE strategy to eliminate trachoma \textsuperscript{[7]}: Surgery to reposition in-turned eyelashes; Antibiotics, given via annual mass treatment; Facial cleanliness to reduce transmission; and Environmental improvement, particularly access to water and sanitation, which facilitates facial cleanliness and reduces fly-breeding sites, respectively \textsuperscript{[8]}. F and E are primary preventive interventions, and A and S are secondary and tertiary preventive interventions, respectively. S and A have a solid evidence base \textsuperscript{[9, 10]}. For F and E, observational studies support implementation through associations between trachoma, poor sanitation and inadequate facial cleanliness, though evidence from individual intervention studies has been mixed \textsuperscript{[11]}. Previous association studies have primarily assessed household-level exposures, ignoring potential community-level protection from water and sanitation coverage in neighboring houses. Sanitation is a public good, and ignoring community-level coverage may lead to underestimates of the importance of these exposures \textsuperscript{[12]}. There is biological plausibility that increased community-level coverage of facial cleanliness and/or sanitation could reduce trachoma transmission, even to non-face washers or to those without access to sanitation. There is evidence to suggest that sanitation confers community-level or herd protection on some other health outcomes, such as anthropometric nutritional outcomes \textsuperscript{[12–15]}, diarrhea \textsuperscript{[16, 17]}, and infant mortality \textsuperscript{[18]}. A cluster-randomized trial in Ethiopia demonstrated a protection effect against ocular \textit{C. trachomatis} infection in untreated older individuals when 1–10-year-olds were given antibiotics \textsuperscript{[19]}. Some community-based studies have assessed the impact of sanitation \textsuperscript{[20]} or face washing promotion \textsuperscript{[21]} on trachoma, but only one study that we know of has assessed if sanitation confers herd/community-level protection on trachoma.\textsuperscript{[22]} In this study, Oswald \textit{et al.} found that higher community coverage levels of sanitation were associated with lower prevalence of active trachoma in Ethiopia. We aren’t aware of any studies assessing impacts of community-level facewashing on trachoma.

In this study, we used data from 13 countries that participated in the Global Trachoma Mapping Project (GTMP) \textsuperscript{[23, 24]}. We explore community-level coverage thresholds of sanitation and of water for face washing, seeking evidence for community-level protection (i.e., protection due to high community-level coverage) and for herd protection (i.e., protection due to high community coverage that specifically benefits those without individual access to latrines or water). We hypothesized we would observe indications of community or herd protection among individuals living in communities with high coverage of sanitation or high coverage of water for face washing.

\textbf{Methods}

\textbf{Study context}

All 29 GTMP-participating countries were eligible for inclusion in this study \textsuperscript{[23, 24]}. All countries were sent emails requesting participation, and those interested signed agreements to collaborate and share data. Of the Ministries of Health that responded, 13 countries had adequate WASH data and were included in the final dataset. The GTMP was generally administered at national level of participating countries, and consisted of common data collection methodologies implemented by uniformly trained fieldworkers who had been certified in diagnosing TF; this training and certification is discussed in great detail elsewhere \textsuperscript{[25]}.  

\textbf{Study population}

Our dataset consisted of 2,176,563 residents from 13 countries: Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Guinea, Malawi, Yemen, Nigeria, Vanuatu, Ethiopia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Solomon Islands, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mozambique, and Benin (Fig 1). We excluded 157,478 individuals: 116,316 were absent, 21,996 refused participation, 749 had mental or physical
impairments that prevented participation, 16,080 could not be examined (because, e.g., they kept eyes shut tight), and 2,337 had missing data on water and sanitation exposures. In analyses assessing all ages, therefore, we used data from 2,019,085 participants from 451,207 households in 13,454 clusters. However, our primary focus was on 1–9-year-olds, the standard active trachoma indicator group [8]. Of retained participants, 1,134,235 were aged ≥10 years, so the primary outcomes dataset included 884,850 1–9-year-olds from 354,990 households in 13,451 clusters.

**Data collection and follow-up timeline**

Data were collected between December 2012 and January 2016 by health ministry staff who had been trained and certified by the GTMP [23]. Households were sampled using two-stage or multi-stage cluster sampling, employing, as far as was practical, equal-probability sampling approaches [25]. In each selected household, information was collected from the household head on the type of water source used in the dry season for drinking water, the time taken to collect water from that source, the type of water source used in the dry season for washing faces, the time taken to collect water from that source, and the usual place of defecation for household adults. Teams then visited the household’s latrine or toilet, and recorded whether hand-washing facilities, hand-washing water, and soap were present. Survey forms are provided as supplementary materials (S1 and S2 Texts). Both eyes of all household members aged ≥1-year were examined for trachoma. All data were entered directly into smartphones via a custom-built Android app [25]. Other aspects of data collection, including country-specific details, are described elsewhere [3, 23, 25–40].
Outcome

Presence or absence of trachomatous inflammation—follicular (TF) and trachomatous inflammation—intense (TI) were each assessed in the right and left eyes. Presence of either sign is diagnostic of “active trachoma” using WHO’s simplified grading scheme [41]. Our primary outcome was TF in (either or both eyes of) 1–9-year-olds. Our primary outcome, assessing TF only, was chosen because tests for TF had a higher positive predictive value than for TI, and inter-grader agreement exercises for trainee graders used TF. Furthermore, we used TF, rather than TI (or TF and/or TI), because it is the index recommended by WHO for determining the needs for the A, F, and E interventions against trachoma. We performed a sensitivity analysis with the outcome as TF and/or TI in either the right or left eye or both. We also performed a secondary analysis to assess the association between TF in all-ages (rather than just 1–9-year-olds) and our exposure variables.

Predictors

Our household-level exposures of interest were: binary household-level access to improved sanitation (i.e., improved vs. not), and binary household-level access to an improved source of water for face-washing located in the residence/yard (i.e., improved and on site vs. not). Each households’ sanitation facilities were observed by an enumerator who recorded the latrine/toilet type. We categorized sanitation facilities and water sources as improved or unimproved using WHO-UNICEF Joint Monitoring Program (JMP) for Water Supply and Sanitation definitions [42]. The main type of water source used for face washing during the dry season was reported to the enumerator by the head of household. We first categorized the water source as either improved or unimproved, as per the JMP definition [42]. The head of household also reported the distance to this water source, and because water use behaviors probably depend on distance to source [43], we constrained the definition of “improved” water sources to those located in the residence/yard. For brevity, throughout this paper we use “household sanitation” to mean binary household-level access to improved sanitation, and the term “household water” to mean binary household-level access to an improved face washing water source in the residence/yard.

Our two community-level exposure variables of interest were: the proportion of sampled households in the cluster with improved sanitation, and the proportion of sampled households in the cluster with an improved face washing water source in the residence/yard. For each individual, we estimated the surrounding prevalence of water/sanitation by aggregating household-level water/sanitation variables across the cluster, excluding that individual’s household. Including only neighboring households better represents the indirect exposure we wished to measure, and avoids forced correlation between household-level and cluster-level variables. These continuous cluster-level washing water/sanitation variables were later categorized with cut-points at each 10th percentile of coverage. Many GTMP-supported surveys used compact segment sampling, and our cluster-level coverage estimates in those cases are representative of true cluster-level prevalences. For brevity, we use herein the terms “sanitation coverage,” and “water coverage” to describe our two community-level exposures of interest.

We incorporated the following potential confounders in the models: participant’s age and sex, cluster-level TF prevalence, and country (indicator variables included for each country). With infectious disease outcomes it is common to control for baseline or cluster-level prevalence of the outcome, as this variable may affect the probability of transmission to unaffected individuals [44, 45]. We employed interaction terms to jointly characterize impact of community-level and household-level water/sanitation.
**Code availability**

Our analysis code is available by request to the corresponding author.

**Data analysis**

All analyses were carried out in STATA, version 14 (StataCorp, College Station, TX). To explore relationships between continuous water coverage and TF and between continuous sanitation coverage and TF, we used a log-linear binomial model and a simple linear spline with knots at each centile of water/sanitation coverage. We experimented with different placement of knots, and placed knots at each centile because it allowed us to look for deviations from nonlinearity while maintaining adequate sample size and precision within groups.

For the fully adjusted models, we employed mixed-effects modified Poisson regression; log-linear binomial models were first attempted but did not converge [46]. We produced adjusted prevalence ratios (PRs) comparing various sanitation and water exposures and presence or absence of TF. Our first model assessed the relationship between TF and household- and community-level water variables, and household- and community-level sanitation variables. For community-level variables, we used indicator variables to denote water and sanitation coverage deciles within each cluster. We also used this model to explore the “total effect” of the community- and household-level variables together: we compared the TF prevalence for individuals living in the highest coverage decile who also had household latrines to the TF prevalence of individuals living in the lowest coverage decile who did not have household latrines. This fully adjusted model resembled the form:

\[
\log(\mu_{ij}) = \alpha + \beta_0 \text{HH sanitation}_{ij} + \beta_1 \text{HH water}_{ij} + \sum_{p=2}^{10} \beta_p \text{sanitation coverage}_j + \sum_{q=2}^{10} \beta_q \text{water coverage}_j + \sum_{r=1}^{8} \gamma_r \text{confounders}_{ij} + u_j
\]

where \( \mu_{ij} \) represents the expected probability of the outcome in the \( i \)th participant from the \( j \)th cluster; \( \beta \) represents sanitation and water coefficients, and \( \gamma \) represents confounder coefficients. The subscript \( p \) indexes each sanitation coverage decile (omitting the reference group), \( q \) indexes each washing water coverage decile (omitting the reference group), and \( r \) indexes each confounder variable. A random intercept, \( u_j \), is included to account for clustering within the \( j \)th community.

To assess for linearity between water/sanitation coverage and TF, we used a similar model, but instead of including ten separate indicator variables, we included a ten-level ordinal variable.

To jointly characterize the interaction between community- and household-level water/sanitation variables, we created a second model. This interaction model allowed us to explore a possible “indirect effect” [15] of community-level coverage among those lacking household-level access. The fully adjusted interaction model resembled the form:

\[
\log(\mu_{ij}) = \alpha + \beta_0 \text{HH sanitation}_{ij} + \beta_1 \text{HH water}_{ij} + \sum_{p=2}^{10} \beta_p \text{sanitation coverage}_j \\
+ \sum_{q=2}^{10} \beta_q \text{water coverage}_j + \sum_{r=1}^{8} \gamma_r \text{confounders}_{ij} \\
+ \sum_{p=2}^{10} \delta_p \text{sanitation coverage}_j \times \text{HH sanitation}_{ij} \\
+ \sum_{q=2}^{10} \delta_q \text{water coverage}_j \times \text{HH water}_{ij} + u_j
\]
Interaction coefficients in the above are represented by $\delta$. The “Sanitation coverage $\times$ HH sanitation” term captures interactions between the $p^{th}$ sanitation coverage decile and the household sanitation variable. Similarly, the “Water coverage $j \times$ HH water$_{ij}$” terms capture interactions between the $q^{th}$ washing water coverage decile and the household water variable.

We performed a sensitivity analysis to assess the association between any sanitation use (rather than improved sanitation) and TF. We also performed a sensitivity analysis to assess the association between any washing water located in the residence/yard (rather than improved and located in the residence/yard) and TF. Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis to assess the association between having a washing water source within 30 minutes compared to $\geq$30 minutes and TF. For each of these sensitivity analyses, the household sanitation and water variables were aggregated to create a community-level variable (analogous to our creation of coverage variables for the primary analyses). Each model was similar to the first model described above, substituting the new variable of interest.

Our main analyses used data from all 13 countries with the goal to improve generalizability. However, we also did some additional analyses on specific sub-populations to further assess internal validity. Musca sorbens is not known in Vanuatu, Lao, or the Solomon Islands, so we performed a sensitivity analysis to assess our sanitation findings, without including these three countries. Another reason for using data from all 13 countries, is that the models require lots of observations. Nigeria contributed enough data (and had enough variability in their data) to run a model specific to Nigeria only, and we present a sensitivity analysis using this country only.

**Ethical approval**

It was determined by the Emory IRB that no IRB review was required for our secondary analyses on de-identified data (IRB00091226).

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics for TF, sanitation, and water**

The final dataset consisted of 884,850 1–9-year-olds from 354,990 households from 13 countries (Table 1). Of these 884,850 1–9-year-olds, 8.2% (SE = 0.1%) had TF. TF prevalence was lower when including participants of all ages (prevalence = 4.4%; SE = 0.1%; S1 Table). The intra-cluster correlation coefficient for TF was 0.54. Of 354,990 included households, 18.1% (SE = 0.3%) had household sanitation, and 11.5% (SE = 0.2%) had household water (Table 1). Prevalences of TF, household sanitation, and household water varied across countries.

**Univariable analyses**

Unadjusted analyses showed that communities in the lowest water and sanitation coverage decile had the highest TF prevalence (Fig 2). As sanitation coverage increased from 0% to 100%, the TF prevalence generally decreased (Fig 2 (A)). As water coverage increased from 0% to 10%, there was a steep decrease in TF prevalence, after which the TF prevalence remained relatively flat in the 20–100% coverage range (Fig 2 (B)). The high TF prevalence in the first deciles of water and sanitation coverage were heavily driven by data from Ethiopia, which contributed 174,628 1–9-year-olds with high TF prevalence (22.6%), and very low household water (1.9%) and sanitation (5.6%).

**Multivariable analyses**

Our first model assessed the relationship between TF and household- and community-level water variables, and household- and community-level sanitation variables. TF prevalence was
A lower TF prevalence was also found among those with household water (PR = 0.81; 95% CI: 0.75, 0.88) compared to those without. When considering community-level sanitation coverage, we observed lower levels of TF for participants living in communities with at least 90% sanitation coverage (PR\textsubscript{90–100\%} = 0.76; 95% CI: 0.67, 0.85) compared to those living in communities with 0–10% coverage. We also observed lower TF levels, although marginally insignificant (p = 0.09), for participants living in communities with 80–90% latrine coverage (PR\textsubscript{80–90\%} = 0.87; 95% CI: 0.73, 1.02). As for washing water coverage, several of the estimates comparing higher coverage deciles to the lowest coverage decile had lower prevalences of TF (Table 2; Fig 3).

To assess for linearity between water/sanitation coverage and TF, we used a similar model, but instead of including ten separate indicator variables, we included a ten-level ordinal variable. There was a linear trend between sanitation coverage and TF (p-trend = 0.008; Table 2); however, this trend was driven largely by decreases in TF prevalence only at coverage >80% (Fig 3). There was a linear trend (p-trend = 0.038; Table 2) between water coverage and TF; however, the graphical representation of this relationship is more V-shaped than linear (Fig 3).

We also use parameters from the first model to characterize the “total effect” of the community- and household-level variables together. The PRs due to having sanitation both at home and across the community compared to not having sanitation in either place were highly significant (PR\textsubscript{80–90\%+home} = 0.75; 95% CI: 0.64, 0.88; PR\textsubscript{90–100\%+home} = 0.65; 95% CI: 0.58, 0.74; Fig 4). The PRs contrasting the “total effect” due to having water both at home and across the community compared to not having water in either place were all significant (Fig 4).

---

Table 1. Descriptive results for trachomatous inflammation—Follicular, improved face-washing water source in the residence/yard, and improved sanitation prevalences for children aged 1–9 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particpant-level (1–9-year-olds)</th>
<th>Household-level</th>
<th>Cluster-level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N participants</td>
<td>% with TF\textsuperscript{a} (% SE)\textsuperscript{b}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>884,850</td>
<td>8.2 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>17,704</td>
<td>10.3 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>3,682</td>
<td>17.3 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>19,660</td>
<td>4.3 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>34,397</td>
<td>6.4 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>56,064</td>
<td>3.1 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>341,076</td>
<td>3 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanuatu</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>15 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>174,628</td>
<td>22.6 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Democratic Republic</td>
<td>21,511</td>
<td>1 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>3,005</td>
<td>19.5 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>83,061</td>
<td>9.3 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>83,188</td>
<td>4.3 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>46,006</td>
<td>7.7 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Trachomatous inflammation—follicular in either or both eyes.  
\textsuperscript{b} We accounted for clustering in the standard error estimates.  
\textsuperscript{c} Improved sanitation, as defined by the JMP [42].  
\textsuperscript{d} Improved water, as defined by the JMP [42], but with the additional constraint that the water source had to be located in the residence/yard.
To jointly characterize the interaction between community- and household-level water/sanitation variables, we used the model with interaction terms. Our results indicated evidence for "herd protection" at sanitation coverage ≥80% (PR = 0.77; 95% CI: 0.62, 0.97; Fig 5). There

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0006110.g002

Fig 2. Unadjusted relationship between sanitation coverage (a) or water coverage (b) and prevalence of trachomatous inflammation—follicular (TF) among children aged 1–9 years.
was no clear relationship between water coverage and TF (Fig 5). Using deciles instead of quintiles with these interaction terms led to many estimates having wide confidence intervals (S1 Fig), so our preferred analysis was that which used quintiles (Fig 5).

**Sensitivity analyses**

Our sensitivity analysis to assess the association between TF and our exposure variables in all-ages (rather than just 1–9-year-olds) showed a nearly identical relationship between water and sanitation coverages and TF (S2 Table; S2 Fig).

Our sensitivity analysis to assess the association between any sanitation use (rather than improved sanitation) and TF showed no evidence of lower TF with increasing sanitation
coverage (S3 Table; S3 Fig). The sensitivity analysis to assess the association between any washing water located in the residence/yard (rather than improved and located in the residence/yard) and TF showed evidence of lower TF in the upper two water coverage deciles (S4 Table; S4 Fig). The sensitivity analysis to assess the association between having a washing water source within 30 minutes compared to ≥30 minutes and TF showed no evidence of lower TF (and perhaps an increase) with increasing community-level water coverage (S5 Table; S5 Fig). The sensitivity analysis with the outcome as TF and/or TI produced results that were nearly identical to those from the main analysis assessing TF only (S6 Table; S6 Fig). In the sensitivity analysis in which we dropped those countries where Musca sorbens is not known, the sanitation results were very similar to those results from all countries (S7 Fig). Finally, in the sensitivity analysis where we analyzed the Nigeria data alone, we observed associations that indicate community-level protection against TF due to high coverage of sanitation, but also protection due to high coverage of water (S8 Fig).

Fig 3. Results from multivariable model showing the association between community-level sanitation and water coverage on trachomatous inflammation—Follicular prevalence among children aged 1–9 years.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0006110.g003
Discussion

Our study investigates relationships between active trachoma and community-level coverage of sanitation and water, and is noteworthy in scale, including data from trachoma-endemic areas of 13 countries. Our findings support the plausibility of community-level protection from trachoma with increasing water and sanitation coverage. We also observed lower TF prevalence among those with household-level access to sanitation and water.

Our study had some limitations. Communities with widely different water/sanitation coverage probably have different socio-economic status (SES) [47]. Although trachoma has previously been associated with poverty [47, 48], foundations for the routes of ocular C. trachomatis transmission are probably buttressed more by the environmental conditions (such as poor sanitation and hygiene) that are byproducts of lower SES, than by low SES itself. Another limitation is that our assessment of access to water and sanitation may not correspond with water,
sanitation, and hygiene behaviors, such as sanitation use and clean face behaviors. For example, the existence of a latrine does not necessarily mean that it is used by everyone, all the time. Finally, our community-level variables were measured in clusters which varied in size and population density, and may not actually correlate with intensity of transmission at community level.

Pooled estimates from a recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses assessing water, sanitation and hygiene for trachoma [11, 49] are similar in direction and magnitude to our household results. Specifically, the odds ratios from the systematic review were 0.85 for household sanitation (our PR for household sanitation was 0.87) and 0.76 for daily face washing (our PR for household water was 0.81). We only found the Oswald et al. study that assessed community coverage levels of sanitation and prevalence of active trachoma in Ethiopia, and both the Oswald study and our study found that sanitation coverage ≥80% was associated with lower TF prevalence. Our community-level results showed the lowest trachoma prevalence in
communities where sanitation coverage was ≥ 90%. We also observed evidence of protection against trachoma in communities where sanitation coverage levels were ≥ 80%, even for those without individual household latrines, implying that high sanitation coverage might confer herd protection. The “total effects” we observed (among those with household sanitation living in the highest sanitation deciles), incorporate both the direct and indirect contributions of sanitation on TF, and were much stronger; studies not considering community-level sanitation coverage may underestimate the effect of sanitation [12] on trachoma. The results from other trachoma and sanitation or water studies in the literature have been mixed, [50–55], perhaps in part because several of these interventions did not achieve or barely achieved the very high coverage levels (e.g., 80–90%) that might be required to confer community-level protection.

Sanitation is thought to reduce the prevalence of active trachoma by minimizing fly breeding sites: the fly vector Musca sorbens preferentially oviposits on soil-exposed human feces. Flies are not constrained to given household environments but can circulate amongst the community, making community-level/indirect effects plausible. Given that exposure of feces is key, our sensitivity analysis assessing coverage of any type of sanitation is interesting: it showed no signs of community-level protection. Unimproved sanitation facilities, such as open pits, may not adequately prevent flies from laying their eggs. Similarly, our sensitivity analysis assessing coverage of water from sources up to 30 minutes away showed no signs of community-level protection from higher coverage, whereas it is usually hypothesized that water farther away than this is less likely to be used for face washing than on-site water.

Conclusions

Our results are congruent with the belief that water, sanitation and hygiene are important for accelerating efforts towards global trachoma elimination as a public health problem [3, 56]. Our findings are also in support of Sustainable Development Goal 6, which calls for availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all [57]. We provide some evidence of the importance of reaching high water and sanitation coverage levels in order to confer health benefits. While we observed the lowest TF prevalences among people living in the highest sanitation coverage deciles, actually attaining these high sanitation coverage levels may take significant effort, as non-adopters tend to be of lower SES, more marginalized, less educated, and often living in more difficult-to-reach locations [58, 59]. A systematic review assessing the impact of sanitation interventions suggested that only 7 of 27 interventions would achieve sanitation coverage of >80% [60], the level that our data suggests might be required to confer community-level or herd protection against trachoma. Achieving higher sanitation among lower SES groups might be particularly beneficial, in that trachoma is more likely to affect such populations [47, 48]. Our findings indicate that even if communities are initially unable to attain the high community-wide sanitation prevalences that might be required to attain community-level or herd protection, there may still be direct benefits of individual households having access to both sanitation and washing water.
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